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ABSTRACT

The unknown relationship between resources garnered during a

lifetime and the amount transferred to others is quite important in

inter- and intra-generational models, and its character has implications

in several areas. Some of these areas are: the relationship between

income distribution and aggregate consumption; the burden of alternative

forms of taxation and their effects on saving; the distribution of income

and wealth both in the current and in future generations; and the degree

of intergenerational economic mobility exhibited in an economy.

Despite its importance, the relationship between lifetime resources

and transfers has only recent1Y'been the subject of empirical investigation.

However, the few studies that do exist have relied upon proxies for "bequests,

or proxies for lifetime earnings, or both .. We have assembled a data base

that provides actual bequests and actual income and earnings. Our data

do not rely on prospective or retrospective questions about income or

questions about the respondent's net worth at a point in time. Instead

we use income tax and probate record data.

Earnings histories and probate records were matched for a sample of

Wisconsin males. Regression analysis of over 1900 cases (including the

30% whose estates fell short of the probate filing requirement) yields-the

bequest-earnings profile predicted by the Marshal1ian model. At low earnings

levels actual bequests are slightly positive and gently rising with earnings

until the 80th percentile of the lifetime earnings distribution. At that



point bequests rise quite sharply with earnings. It is also found that

the self-employed bequeath more than others and that net worth does not

decline (in fact it appears to increase) with age.

This paper demonstrates that income redistribution from the top

quintile to others will reduce conventional savings, but may augment human

capital. Only the wealthiest 20% have a strong financial bequest motive;

the remainder of the population make bequests only in the human form. It

is calculated that a one dollar increase in lifetime earnings will increase

the financial bequests of those in the top quintile by twenty five cents,

and by five cents or less for all others. This analysis suggests why

wealth is so much more unequally distributed than annual or lifetime

labor earnings; those who inherit wealth, for instance, also earn more

than others. Finally, if the Marshallian model is correct, as it appears

to be, it follows that a proportional lifetime consumption tax is not only

inequitable but inefficient as well. Since parents derive satisfaction

from their children's income, and bequests augment that income, the omission

of bequests from the tax base distorts the lifetime allocation process in

its favor.



The Effect of Income Distribution and Redistribution
on Lifetime Saving and Bequests

1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The unknown relationship between resources garnered during a life-

time and the amount transferred to others, quite important in inter- and

intragenerational models, has implications for several areas, some being:

the relationship between income distribution and aggregate consumption; the

burden of alternative forms of taxation and their effects on saving; the

distribution of income and wealth both in the current and in future genera-

tion; and the qegree of intergenerational economic mobility exhibited in

an economy.

The relationship between lifetime resources and transfers has only

recently been the subject of empirical investigation. However, the
..

few studies that do exist have relied upon proxies for bequests, or

proxies for lifetime earn1ngs, or both. We have assembled a data base

that provides actual bequests and actual income and earnings. Our

data do not rely on prospective or retrospective questions about

income or questi?ns about the respondent's net worth at a point in

time. Instead, we use income tax and probate record data. Although tax

evasion may bias these sources, the errors are small compared with

known biases in the 'reporting of assets in conventional surveys.

Distributional Effects on Saving

Does aggregate consumption vary with the degree of income ine-

quality in an economy? Do the average or marginal propensities to

~~~ .. -_._---~--_.._---------~...._._.. __.._---~_.._~----
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consume vary with income? While it was first thought that equalizing

the income distribution would increase consumption, the models of

Friedman. and Modigliani and Brumberg indicate no such distributional

effect. Blinder (1975) recasts the debate into a lifetime

perspective. In Blinder's model each consumer allocates his lifetime

resources (the sum in present value units of labor earnings and

transfers, gifts and inheritances received) between lifetime consump

tion expenditures and bequests. l Since bequests constitute the life

time saving of the consumer, a critical question is how bequests vary

with lifetime resources. If the elasticity of bequests with respect

to resources is constant, an elasticity in excess of unity implies that the

share of one's resources not spent, and consequently bequeathed, rises

with lifetime resources. It follows that redistribution from the

lifetime rich to the lifetime poor (holding constant all other attri-

butes that might influence saving, e.g., age, sex, family size, etc.)

will reduce saving in the economy. If bequests are elastic, there will

tend to be a trade-off between equality and capital accumulation. 2

It is sometimes asserted that this trade-off can be avoided due to

certain feedback effects. If the capital stock is augmented and as a

consequence its rate of return drops, an elasticity of substitution

between capital and labor of less than unity implies that a diminished fac

tor share will go to rentiers. It is therefore argued that income

distribution will not become more unequal since the income of rentiers

exceeds that of workers. This second round effect may not work as
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just hypothesized for two reasons. First, in an open economy like that of

the United States, the domestic and international rates of return (properly-

adjusted for differential risk) should be equal. Consequently, the

additional capital should migrate abroad instead of fetching a lower

domestic return. Second, even if the rate of return falls at home, the

income distribution need not be equalized. Say we have a model in

which there are two -kinds of labor, high skill and low skill. If high

skill labor and capital are complements in production while low skill

labor and capital are substitutes, augmenting the capital stock will

increase the inequality of labor earnings. 3 If individuals with high pro-

perty income are also high earners (as seems to be the case), increasing

the capital stock may also increase the inequality of income, even in the

presence of falling rates of return.

Are Bequests Quantitatively Important?

One might well accept Blinder's qualitative findings but question

whether the magnitude of distributional effects are worth considering.
,

Are bequests a significant. determinant of total accumulation?

According to recent research by Darby (1979) and;work in progress by
! -

Kotlikoff and Summers, the answer is a resounding~. Darby finds

that life cycle savings, earnings saved and spent ~n a later period,

explain only 13 to 29 percent of total accumulation; the remainder

is bequest saving. Kot1ikoff and Summers (1979) estimate only about 20

percent of accumulation to be life cycle as' opposed -to transfer wea1th. 4



Economists have pro:posed the consumption t1;~ 1;S a rl'!placemePt for

the income tax. An annual tax on consumption~ with a lifetime

averaging ~cheme in which each year's tax is based on the ayera~e of

present and pas~ years~ is tantamount to a life~ime cons~mption tax.

If transfers (pequests) are an untaxed good~ the relationship b~twel'!n

lifetime resources and transfers is crittc~L in determining the burden

of the tax. If~ for example, transfers were a luxury good having a

resource etasticity in excess pf uni~y~ a proportiona~ consumption tax

wpuld be regressive with respect to lifetime economic resources. In

f1;ct, without knowledge of the reLationship between transfers and

total reso~rces~ we cannot s4Y a priori what the rate sched~le would

havl'! to be to insure progressivity or even propprtionality.5

Tax Effects on Savinp

The nature of the relationships between beq~est and lifetiml'! resources

has important implications for the effect of alterna~ive tax structures

on saving in the economy. If bequests are luxqry goods, the income

effects of progressive income taxation should redqce conventional

saving. Bricl'! effects may also reduce saving. 6 Furthermore, if the margi

nal and average propensities to bequeath rise with lifetime resources, the

taxation of capital or income from capital should also reduce saving. This

is because the ownership of capital and its income increases dispropor

tionately as we move up the lifetime income distribution. Consequently,
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even a proportional tax on capital or its yield would be progressive with

respect to lifetime income and therefore reduce macrosaving.

The Distribution of Income and Wealth 1n Current and Future
Generations

The relationship between lifetime saving and lifetime resources may

help us to understand why the distribution of privately held wealth

and property income is so much more unequal than lifetime earnings. 7

Suppose lifetime saving (terminal wealth) is generated by the following

mechanism:
.".

Ai is the material wealth at death of individual i. Ei and Ii are the

present values of lifetime earnings and inheritance received~ and

is the elasticity of lifetime saving with respect to lifetime res our-

ces (the sum of Ei and Ii). If we take logs and variances, we can

write,

0'2 "2" 2
LA == Y 1 O'LY + O'f;i (1.2)

The variance of the log of terminal wealth is equal to the squared

savings elasticity multiplied by the var1ance of the log of lifetime

resources, Y, p1u~ the var1ance of the error term. 8 Hence, if 1 is

elastic and large, say 2.5, the explained var1.ance of the log of ter-

minal wealth is 6.25 (2.5 squared) times the log variance of lifetime

resource·s.



the distrihution of income and wealth in fUture generations is

also influenced by the hequest function. If wealthy parents leave a

proportionately greater share of their resources to their children

than poorer parents, and at the same time children of wealthy parents

earn more than other chi1dren,9 human and financial inheritance

interact to produce more wealth ineqUality than either alone would

generate. The disequa1izing effect of nonproportiona1 transfers is

shown formally in the intergenerationa1 model presented by Meade

(1964) and discussed in detail in Chapter 8 of Atkinson and Harri~on

(1976).

Pryor (1973) simulates the distribution of income in a multi

generational context. He specifies an "intergeneratiorta1 saving

function" which relates hequests to lifetime resdurces. Two forms of

the function are used: one function assumes that the elasticity of

bequests with respect to resoUrces is unity, arid the other assucies

that bequests are luxury goods, having an elasticity in excess df

unity. His results show the second function will yield a substan

tially greater degree of income inequality than the first function.

Intergenerationa1 Mobility

In addition to the study df factors that determine the size

distribution of income and wealth, economists should also be interested

in the degree of intergenerational mohility that is exhibited in an

economy: the extent to which there is equal opportunity for children whose

parents' lifetime resources are dissimilar. For any degree of inequality'
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we can have either a relatively static society in which children always

assume their parents' position, or a highly mobile society in which the posi-

tions of children are unrelated to those of their parents. In a recent

paper, Menchik (1979) shows that the more resource elastic the bequest func-

tion is, the greater the degree of wealth and resource immobility there

will be. Consequently, there may be a trade-off between increased saving

and equal opportunity in the choice among tax and expenditure policies.

The Distinction Between Planned and Unplanned Bequests

In Blinder's (1975) characterization of the lifetime allocation

problem, one's date of death' is known with certainty. Each consumer

has a lifetime budget constraint of

(1. 3)

with r the rate of interest, T the length of life, 10 the inheritance-

or gift received and discounted back to the initial period, and E(t)
, .,f

the earnings stream over the life cycle. Each individual allocates W

between a stream of lifetime consumption and bequests according to his

utility function. However, it could be argued that Slnce 1n the real

world the date of death is a random variable not gener,ally known 1n

advance to the decedent, actual bequests may depart from planned or

optimal bequests. Fora death occurring at age s, actual bequests
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ABS are equ~l to plartned bequests PBs plus unplanned bequests (an error

term) UBs ~ or

(1.4)

Planned bequests constitute the amount I would leave to my heirs if I knew

the date of my death at the start of the planning period. If individuals

are risk averse about running down their wealth too soon, the expected

value of unplanned bequests would be positive, and actual bequests should

exceed planned bequests. On the other hand, if people are free to buy and

sell life insurance in Yaari perfect markets, the lifetime path of consump

tion under certainty will be the same as that under risk. Consequently,

use of insurance and annuities will allow consumers to leave an estate

similar in size to that which would be left if their age of death were

known in advance. IO

In any case, whether or not the distinction between planned and

unplanned bequests is important depends upon the question that is ,

being asked. For example, even if all bequests were unplanned, econo

metric estimates of a bequest-resources function would yield robust

estimates for future forecasts as long as the world did not change in

either of the following ways.II First, if members of future cohorts are

better at predicting their longevity than past cohorts, they could econo

mize on unplanned bequests and consume more of their resources themselves.

Second, if financial institutions become better at predicting longevity as

determined by personal characteristics, market failure due to adverse
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selection will be attenuated; unplanned bequests will fall as people

increase their purchases of annuities.

For other issues, i.e., the welfare cost of inheritance taxation,

the distinction between planned and unplanned bequests is quite

important. 12 Bevan and Stiglitz (1978) state that "to the extent

that inheritances are unplanned, the imposition of an inheritance tax

will have no incentive effects (e.g., on work effort or risk taking)

and such taxes are non-distortionary" (italics in original).

The distinction may also be important in the debate over the

effect of social security on bequests. If bequests are largely

unplanned, Barro's hypothesis of complete offset is less likely to be

observed. 13

We must conclude this section with an important caveat. Our ana

lysis should indicate the distributional effects on saving and con

sequently the supply of conventional physical capital. Even if

bequests are resource-elastic, it may be possible to redistribute

income from rich to poor in ways that augment people's productive abi

lities, and hence, the rate of increase of total capital, both physical

and human, need not be diminished. For example, if, as a consequence

of income inequality, children born to low income parents are less

likely to achieve their earnings potential than other children,

income redistribution in cash or in kind may augment human capital, and

offset the reduction in the growth of nonhuman capi tal. 14

--~'-----



greater effect on the growth of wealth,
to provide a secure income for his wife
for, after ail, family affection is the

10

2. THEORETICAL MODELS THAT GENERATE BEQUESTS

And, what has had a far
it has rendered it far easier
and children after his death:
main motive for saving. • .'1

But were it not for the ramily affections, many who now work hard
and save careflilly would not exert themselves to do more than secure a
comfortable annuity for their own lives; either by purchase from an
insurance company, or by arranging to spend eVery year, after they had
retired from work, part of their capital as ~ell as all their ihcome.
In the one case they would leave nothing behind them: in the other
only provision for that part or their hoped-for old age, from which
they had be~n cut ofr by death. That men labour and save chiefly for
the sake of their families and not for themselves, is shown by the
fact that they seldom spend, after they have retired from work, more
than the income that comes in from their savings, preferring to leave
their stored up wealth intact for their families; while in this
country alone twenty millions a year are saved in the form of
insurance pOlicies and are available only after the death of those who
save them.

A man can have no stronger stimulus to energy and enterprise than
the hope of rising in life, and ieaving his family to start from a
higher round of the social ladder than that on which he began. IS

Although Alfred Marshall placed a heavy emphasis on the bequest

motive of saving, recent writers have tended to ignore this poteh-

tially important factor, perhaps due to data limitations.

There are several classes of models that wiil generate bequests.

We will discuss folir models, and, for want of better designations, we

will rerer to these as: (1) the bequests as final consumption,

(2) Marshallian, (3) ihterdependeht welfare, and (4) wealth preference

models.

Bequests as Consumption 1n the Final Period

In work done by Yaari, Blinder and others it 1S hypothesized that
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individuals derive utility from bequests per se, not from the lifetime

income or utility of their heirs. Hence, bequests can be likened to

(the anticipation of) consumption in the final period. Discounted

lifetime utility for individuals dying at a certain age of s years can

be written

lI(s)~ ..:.pt
u[c(t)]e dt + V[B(s)] (2.l)

where c(t) is consumption at age t, B(s) is bequests at ageCs, andp

is the subjective rate of time preference in consumption. Individuals

are presumed to maximize their utility function subject to their life-

time resources constraint, with consumption and bequest demands a con-

sequence of this process. Note that under this specification of the

utility function a conventional lifetime consumption tax will tend to

distort the consumption-bequest decision since bequests are an

untaxed, yet utility-bearing, good. 16 A lifetime resources tax or a

consumption tax in which bequests are defined as consumption would

not create such distortionary tax-price incentives.

The model above does not predict how the share bequeathed varies

with lifetime resources. In Blinder's (1975) isoelastic parameter i-

zation of the utility function, the share of resources bequeathed

rises with resources if the marginal utility of consumption fall's

with consumption faster than the marginal utility of bequests falls

with bequests. Of course, either condition i~ possible.
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Bequests can De generated ih q model which includes both the con

ventional consumption 6f parents and the income of children as

arguments in the parents' utility function. This follows in the

spirit of the Marshall quotation appearing above. Parents bequeath

because they want to augment the res6urces available to their

children. Theit utility function can be written,

(2.2)

with Ct the lifetime consumption of parents and Wt +l the lifetime

resources of their children. Wt +l is the sum of two components, an

inframarginal part and a marginally relevant part. The inframarginal

part is what the children's earning capacity would be in the absence

of parental investments. 17 Presumably this windfall component would

be determined by luck and genetic endowment. The second and margi

nally relevant part is the value to the recipient of the investments

themselves. This type of utility function has been used most recently

by Becker and Tomes 0976, 1979) to analyze several issues, one

being the quantity-quality of children decision. It is argued that parents

expend resources to improve the "quality," i.e., the lifetime income, of

their children and derive utility from doing so regardless of what the

children decide to do with their enhanced income. Note that a conventional

consumption tax will distort the consumption-bequest decision since

utility-augmenting bequests are not taxed. Note also that if some forms of
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p~oductiv~ 'inGQ~e-inGreasing) trans£~rs are ta,~~d (i.e., ~xpendit~~es on

education, music l.essons, food, etc.), while financial gifts and pequests

are not, serious eq~ity and efficiency problems may arise. Say, for

example, parents rationally invest in activities that first yield the

highest rates of return for children and, based on, their preferenGe~ and re

sources, proceed, to lower return inve,stments. Suppose we can rank these

investments in decreasing order of productivity as, say, food, clothing,

health care, schooling, boo~s, and financial bequests. If a consumption

tax base inc~udes all l;nl,t the last item, we would be ta}{ing the lllPSt effici

ent 1!nd: not t~xing, tl1,e least efficient investm~,nts.

If the Marshallian model allows for two typeS of bequests, human

and financial, it may be possible to predict the shape of the finandal

bequest function from theory.~8 Say human bequests (schooling, health

care, etc.) initially provide a higher rate of return than the finan

cial market yields. Uowever, as the amount expended on each child

increases, the marginal ra~e of return falls. When the rate of return

on human equals the market return financial on assets, all subsequent

investments will be 111, the form of financial bequests.

In Figure 1, Hand F are human and financial bequests, r indicates

the varying rate of return on human beqUests and r* is the market

return on financial capital. Panel A relates the marginal return on

human bequests to the amount invested. Parents will invest up to, Qut

not greater than H* in human beques ts since addit.ional investment,s

would yield less than r*, the return yielded by financial bequests.

All subsequent bequests will be in the financial form. Consequently,
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the planned bequest function will appear as presented in panel B.

Human bequests will rise with parental resources,W, until H*and will

then become flat. Beyond W* , planned financial bequests become posi-

tive.

If individuals who have resources below W* leave positive

unplanned bequests, perhaps due to a precautionary demand to hold

wealth, the ratio of actual bequests to lifetime resources may very

well be U-shaped over the range of lifetime resources.

The Interdependent Welfare Model

In contrast to the preceding model, parental utility can be

posited as a function of children's perceived welfare, not their resources.

Though welfare can be a function of many things, it is standard to write

parental utility as a function of parental consumption plus their

children's utility. Assuming children's utility functions have the same

arguments as their parents; we can write dynastic utility starting from

generation t as

u ~ + L __1_ U =
t ut s=t 1+0 s+t

us
C'O

1: ----
s=t (l+O)s-t (2.3)

with Ut the utility derived from the own consumption of the·

tth generation and the generational discount rate. 19 Under certain

assumptions about the form of Ut Bevan and Stiglitz (1978) argue that

this model will generate bequests, but only from parents whose

children will earn less than themselves. In an economy that features



rea+ per c~pita growth across the generatioqs, it i~ arg~ed that op+y, .

parents with very high earnings can expect to have children poorer

than themselves, and they witl be the parentS making planned

bequests. 20 Consequently, the planned peq~est-resources relationship

should lie along the origin through most of resource distrib~tion and

then flare ~p, starting at a s~fficientlY high level of lifetime paren-

tal resources.

If cons~mption 1S correctly meqs~red for tax p~rposes, a consump-

tion tax wo~ld not tend to distort the bequest-cons~mptiondecision

since the children's tax liability would be internalized into the

parents' utility f~nction.

However, it has been argued that wealth yields cons~mption bene-

fits, e.g., power and sec~rity, that would not be incl~ded in a stan-

dard cons~mption tax and would therefore distort the cons~mption-

bequest decision in favor of be~uests.

~he Wealth Preference Model

A final class model that will generate bequests is represented in

the writings of Keynes, Clower, Th~row and of co~rse, Alfred Marshall.

In this model individ~als derive consumption benefits from the stock

of wealth itself. For example, wealth yields power, security and status.

As Marshall has stated:

There are indeed some who find an intense pleasure in
seeing their hoards of wealth grow up under their hand?,
with scarcely any thought for the happiness that may be got
from its use by themselves or by others. They are prompted
partly by the instincts of the chase, by the desire to
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outstrip their rivals; by the ambition to have shown abi
lity to acquire power and social position by its
possession. And sometimes the force of habit, started when
they were really in the need of money, has given them, by a
sort of reflex action an artificial and unreasoning
pleasure in amassing wealth for its own sake. [Marshall, 1949,
p. 228]

Keynes saw one aspect of wealth accumulation as a psychological

outlet, i.e., as a form of therapy.

dangerous human proclivities can be canalised into comparatively
harmless channels by the existence of opportunities for money-making
and private wealth, which, if they cannot be satisfied in this way, may
find their outlet in cruelty, the reckless pursuit of personal power
and authority, and other forms of self-aggrandisement. It is better
that a man should tyrannise over his bank balance than over his fellow
citizens; and whilst the former is sometimes denounced as beiny but a
means to the latter, sometimes at least it is an alternative. 2

Clower (1968) has presented a model in which wealth appears in the

utility function, while Thurow (1975) says that wealth is acquired for

, the power it yields to the wealth~holder. Under these wealth-preference

theories, bequests are accidental unplanned events. Note that net worth need

not decline with age, in contrast with the strict life cycle model. Note

also that a conventional consumption tax, unless accompanied with a -pro-

perty income or wealth tax, would distort lifetime consumption-bequest-

choices since wealth would be an untaxed source of utility.

Thuiow has argued that since wealth is power and power is not sub-

ject to diminishing returns while consumption 1.S, we can expect

wealth (and unplanned bequests) to rise in proportion to income as we

move up the income distribution. Of course, merely asserting that wealth

preference is not subject to diminishing returns does not constit:ute its

proof.
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3. PREVIOUS EMPIRICAL STUDIES

Regardless or how utility is determined, the bequest-resources

relationship is important for the reasons cited in section t.

nowever, this functioh has beeri clifficuii: to estimate dUe to seribUs

data limitations. Attempts have been made by a rlUrnB~r Bf econblliists

viz. Adams (191S), Tomes (1978), kotlikoff (1979), arid. Metichik (1978);

using proxies in place of the depehd~rit ot independent variabies.

Tornes and Adams Use the same data arid reassUtiHgiy ~et simiiar

results. tHey use a sample 6£ est~tes pr6bat@cl ih CayUga GourlEy irl

Ohio ahd therefore have net worth at death. 22 the b~sic problem with

these studies ii that they do riot have a measure of iifetime or evert

annual ihcome and rely heavily UpOh ~ncome proxies. Yeats or ecluca

ti.ori arid a humber df demographic characi:etist:l.cs are used to impute ear

nings to the decedents. In spite of the substantial measurement errOr

embodied in the ihcome variable, statistically significant coefficients

are estimated and the income elasticity of beqUests is fouud to exceed

unity.

Kotlikoff (1979) uses a data base; the Retirement History Survey

of the Social Security Administration, that includes both self- 

rep,orted labor earnings and net worth. 'I'houghhis study uses the

wealth (including life insurance)' o'f the liVing, not bequests, he

shows how his wealth-earnings relationship might be the same asci

bequest-earnings function if data existed to e'stimate it directly.
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One potential problem is failure to correct for .the costs of dying.

Another 'potentially more serious problem' results from errors in response

to questions concerning one's net worth. If it is true (as seems to

be the case) that low asset holdings are overstated and high holdings

are understated, the regression coefficient of earnings would be

biased toward zero if no correction is made for response error. 23

Furthermore, if high income and high wealth individuals are less likely

to respond to financial questions than others, further bias is

introduced. 24 Hence, the finding of generally smaller than unity

elasticities should be taken with a degree of caution.

The. findings of Menchik (1978) should also be considered wi~h some

caution. In this study of the children of wealthy parents, bequests

and life insurance are determined from probate records. The data base

includes the net amount the parents of these chilaren bequeathed to

the children. Using data from another sample that includes both the

inheritance received, the earnings of heirs, and other demographic

information, the resource elasticity of bequests is estimated to be

about 2.5. Although this elasticity is significantly greater than

unity at conventional levels of statistical significance, the results

should be viewed with caution for two reasons. First, two different,

though overlapping, data sets' were used. Se90nd, all the children had

wealthy parents, and most of the children. were wealthier than average. If

the bequest function is not of the constant elasticity class, these results

may not be representative of populationwide behavior~

.-"...-
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4. THE SAMPLE

Technique

Although the conception underlying our data base is simple, the execution

is not. The originai data collection of income tax returns is an

alphabetic surname cluster sample of the persons filing tax returns

in Wisconsin between 1946-1964 (David et al., 1974). In the years

1960-64 the list of names was supplemented by spouses of taxpayers and

beneficiaries (prior to 1964) of Social Security Accounts established
/

for taxpayers. Studying estate wealth of these persons entailed: (1)

identifying the decedents, and then (2) locating probate records con-

taining measures of the size of the estate. Step 1 was accomplished

by searching records of the Social Security Administration for sample

members who were marked deceased and then confirming the death through

Vital Records kept in the state of death. 25
Those taxpayers who do

not have social security numbers were matched to the death certificate

index of the State of Wisconsin. Virtually all of the persons

searched through the death certificate index were successfully matched

to the death index or produced information inconsistent with the Wisconsin

Assets and Income Study (WAIS) data. Both the Social Security record check

and the screen of Wisconsin death certificates revealed that some indivi-

duals were not residents at the time of death, and that probate records in

other states would need to be consulted.
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Step 2 of the data collection entailed visits to county courthouses to

locate probate records and the associated inheritance tax reports. Records

associated with the decedent's wealth were located in 68.0% of the cases in

--------wh-i-G-h-th-e-ta-x-pa.y-e-r-~e-s-i_ded-i_n-W-i_s-cons-i_n-a-t-the-t-ime-of-h-i-s_de-a-t-h• In

another 0.4% of the cases search probate records were known to be m1ss1ng

or open; the residual matched cases (31.5%) are presumed not to have a pro

bate record, as they were presumed not legally required to filed. 26

Estates of such persons are ~ikely to be small, as those with gross estates

of over $2999 ($9,999) were required to file prior to 1973 (after May of

1973).

Definition of the Population Studied

Three types of information were deemed essential to the analysis:

date of death, county of death, and verification of the match. If -any

of these items were missing, the case was excluded from the analysis

(22 cases).27 The universe of analysis was then limited to taxpayers

resident in Wisconsin at the time o~ ~eath, t? taxpayers with three or

more returns in the WAIS archive, and to males. Table 1 indicates

how the linkage of probate information 1:;0 the WArS archive succeeded

in producing a data base for the study of lifetime accumulation of pri

vate assets. Slightly over a quarter of the matched information (rows

1-2) was discarded to limit the universe to taxpayer$ with three or more

returns and those whose residence at death was Wisconsin. An -addi

tional-17 percent were excluded in order to analyze rnalesonly.



Ttrble 1

Characteristics of Decedents Associated YHith the WArs IncoI!!~

Tax Archive (as of October, 1979)

Residence at Death

Wisconsin Not \oJi.s~otlJ:lj.rt~~c All

(1)
3+ Tax Returns
No. % No. %

3' 51. 7 2650....

2:9 48.3 1244

60
_.-

100.0 3894

14

Matched probate records

Confirmed deaths and no
probate records

Total 1-2

Probate records missing or
still open

(1)
All

%

68.0

31.5

99.5

.4

2047

804

2851

71.8

28.2

100.0

14

N'o.

572

41.1

983

(3)
OL'1er

%

58.2

41.8

100.0

(4) (5)

No ~tch of Probate to Vital
or WArs identifiers; death
not confirmed

Total 1-4

Records to be searched;a
probate data not yet
obtained

.1. 4 or 35· o.!" "0.) ...

nore less

100.0 3852 95 3947

614

Linkage problems in the
inco~e tax archive 1 ? ? 48

4609

aApproximately 50% W1Bcon2~n probates.
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The population studied differs from the universe of decedents.

Firstly, persons died during the period of observation without

entering our taxpayer sample; secondly, some decedents entering our

sample were not linked to prpbate or wealth information. The first

problem ar1ses because some persons who died during the period 1947-78

did not file a tax return in Wisconsin from 1946-64. This group

includes minors, retired and other persons whose income was primarily

nontaxable transfers, and spouses of taxpayers prior to 1960. 28 The

spouses may be gainfully employed as family workers in a farm or busi

ness, or they may have provided income-in-kind at home. One measure

of the extent of this problem is that men constitute 65.8% of all-

decedents identified in Table 1 and 76.6% of the person~ id~ntified in

column 2 of that table.

The second problem with the data arises because persons migrating

out-of-state are systematically excluded from the analyses presented.

Hence, any differential pattern of wealth-holding associated with

migration can not be detected. These decedents constitute a small propor

tion of the sample. It is clear from Table 1 that data remain to be

collected on out-of-state migrants, and a report on their behavior must

wait until that search is completed.

To summarize, the analysis proceeds on a sample _of men who

filed a sufficient number of tax returns in Wisconsin and died as

residents. The search process was successful in identifying wealth

transfers at death for most of these persons" and the analysis will

- - ._---- -- ---- - ------ ----------_.- ---
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incorporate corrections for the missing data resulting from noh

filing.

5. MODELLING TRANSFERS At DEATH

The Lifetime Resource Constraint

The aggregration of the budget constraint facing an individual

over his iifetime forms the accounting framework for our model of

lifetime accumulation. 29 Lifetime consumption, lifetime taxation, and

bequests exhaust the resources of lifetime earnings and inheritances:

C + T + B = E + 10 (5.1)

The individual is free to choose either C or B to maximize his

utility. We find it convenient to think of utility as U(C, II) where

II is the inheritance received by the beneficiaries of the bequest B,

and the size of II is some function of the 'amount bequeathed, the

number of beneficiaries, and the taxation of transfers at death:

(5.2)

This model abstracts from all forms of lifetime saving and dissaving

which are captured in the instantaneous differences between consump

tion rates and rate of receipt of earnings, all of which have been sum

marized in 5.1 as the total amount of consumption and earnings com

puted at a suitable rate of interest r. It also oversimplifies the

investment decision as there is only one known rate of interest (and
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one corresponding real asset), and the taxes are functions of the life""

time amounts, not instantaneous rates. (All values in the model are

expressed in real terms.~

While the lifetime framework presented is a caricature of the

complexities facing real sa.ving choices, it is adequate to address one
."

question: How does, b~havior with respect to net lifetim~ accumulation

vary in relation to 'differences in resources?30

Elaborations of the BeQuest Choice Model

Two points should be emphasized about this simple model: (1) the

definition of consumption in this model is so broad that it includes a

number of activities creating capital, especially expenditures for the

education of children, (2) the ratio (B - 10 )/(E + 10 ) is a lower bound

on net savings activity by the individual. The B - 10 that results

from a lifetime of activity has necessarily resulted in net capital for-

mation to the extent that it is greater than zero and dissolution of

capital to the extent that it is negative. The mo·del encompasses

bequests that pass to beneficiaries who hold the inheritance for short

periods (such as aged spouses) and bequests that pass to persons who

hold the inheritance for long periods (such as grandchildren).

B - 10 is net lifetime accumulation in either case. 31

Tranafers to other individuals are not Ilmited to bequests.

1ntervivos gifts G also serve to increase the inheritance of others:

(5.3)
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Allocation of lifetime resources to gifts implies that the resource

constraint must be elaborated:

G + B + C + T = E + 10 (5.4)

rwo routes for transferring resources to others are redundant in the

simple world of certainty that has been posited. In reality several

characteristics distinguish ~ from G. B provides a mixture of utility

producing qualities. Assets held for later bequest may serve ~s

instruments of power yielding direct utility (Thurow)~ they may pro

vide a contingency balance that will finance random consumption

needs, particularly health care in old age (Darby, 1979); they may

provide in-kind income as is the case for consumer durables and

housing. Gifts do not produce these qualities. We do not postulate

an explicit utility function incorporating these characteristics but

observe that because several characteristics exist, the individual may

wish to allocate lifetime resources to both gifts and bequests.

None of the foregoing discussion implies uncertainty of the

lifetime. Two additional modifications of the lifetime resource

constraint must be added to deal with insurance and annuities (or

pensions). Insurance implies that premiums are pooled to generate

transfers to the beneficiaries of persons who die in advance of the

time that they are able to accumulate a desired bequest. The pre

miums PI and the proceeds would be reflected in the lifetime resource

constraint as follows:
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PI + G+ B+ C + T = E + 10

I1=<P(.) +cP1(.) +4>2(PIl A, r) (5.5)

where A, for age, enters the function 4>2. to remind us that the amount of

ins.urance paid will be an actuarial function of the mortality.

experience of the cohort of the buyer at the time that the insurance

is purchased.

The availability of insurance markets creates no problems for the

analysis. The trade off between insurance and' other transfers will be

determined by administrative loadings and lags in the adjustment of

policies to actuaria11y fair ratios. Both imply a tax on the use of

insurance for transfers. Accumulation of assets over the lifetime

imply a reduction in the demand for transfers through the insurance

channel, as the relative price of gifts and bequests becomes cheaper

than insurance.

The availability of annuity and pension options creates more dif

ficult problems. In general, contributions to a pension 'or annuity

fund PA finance a stream of annuities R. The amount of contributions

does not equal the amount of the annuities, as those who die early

finance annuity payments for survivors. Hence

PA + PI + G + B + C + T = E + R + 10 (5.6)

This relationship is ex post. Ex ante, providing that the pension

arrangement is actuari~lly fair, the resource constraint would stit1

be viewed as in 5.5 and the planned amounts of gifts and bequests

would be independent of R.32
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Implementation

The syste~ 1n 5.5 comes closest to our implementation. We.

attempt to estimate a reduced form of an expenditure system in which

PI' G, and B are the decision variables (with C being a residual

choice). B is estim~ted as the amount of net estate in 1967 dollars.,

G is the value of gifts reported on the probate records with interest

compounded from the date of gift to the date of death at a real rate

of 3%. PI is not observed, but insurance proceeds are observed so the

~2(PI' A, r) in 1967 dollars is included in the dependent variable.

Lifetime earn1ngs. A measure of the lifetime resources of the

decedent poses great conceptual and measurement problems.

Conceptually, the measure is the sum of the amount of lifetime earned

income and the value of the inheritances received. Both are suitably

discounted to'permit the aggregation of receipts in different periods.

The discounting raises two questions: what is the appropriate real

rate of interest?, and what date should be chosen as the reference date?

We choose to use age 65 as the reference date. Thus the measure of

earnings calculated is the prospective cumulative total that could be

anticipated by a younger man. 33 No particular advantage attaches to

age 65, other than the fact that it pertains to a period of life when

decisions about retirement dissavirtg' are also made. For the

particular sample of data available, it also implies that large

adjustments to amounts reported on tax returns only characterizes

the youngest group of persons (born in 1910-1924).
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Choice of an interest rate is more difficult. Studies of macro

economic rates of return on the nation's wealth suggest an average

rate that varies by years, and which was negative in recent years.

However, the average is not the rate affecting individual decisions.

The combination of credit rationing and demonstrated correlations

between the rate of return and the level of portfolio wealth lead us to

be wary of calculations that are not based on the actual market facing

individuals. At the same time we recognize that we could not make

such adjustments. The problem has been finessed by using an arbitrary

one percent real rate of interest and dividing the analysis into ten

year cohorts. 34 In this way cumulative differences in return for per

sons of widely different ages do not affect the estimation procedure,

while a scalar interest factor adjusts the different earnings profiles

of different cohorts so that regression coefficients on earnings for

different cohorts may be given similar interpretations.

·A more serious problem arises because observations on earnings for

the whole of the individual's lifetime are not available. In fact,

the measurements available for the WAIS archive span a long period,

and, on average, twelve years of data are available for each person

studied. Nonetheless, this falls short of encompassing the lifetime

earnings profile. Two approaches can be taken to solve this problem.

A model of lifetime earnings can ~e constructed (Cf. Lillard and Willis,

1978; Plantes, 1979), and observations in years other than the period of tax

return reports can be extrapolated from the model to give and comprehensive

measure .of lifetime earnings. Alternatively, a simple measure of the ear-
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nings reported for tax purposes can be deveioped arid elaborations of that

measure can be made after some gross tests of the framework within which

our theoretical model was developed. The second approach has been used

here, although we are eager, in further work, to improve upon our lifetime

income measure.

Income reported on the tax return was dichotomized into returns

from property income and earned income. The former includes rent,

interest, dividends, and capital gains; earned income includes wage and

salary and self-employment income. 35 Earned income was cumulated during

the period for which returns were available, compounded by the appropriate

discount factor and deflated by the CPI (base 1967 = 100). To convert this

sum into a ;number that was comparable for individuals who filed tax returns

for different number of years, the sum was divided by the number of years

filed. Thus, earned income is given by the equation:

[E
i

(t) (1+r) (BYR i + 65 _. t) ]

CPI(t)------ (5.7)

where F" is the first year in which tax returns were filed; L· is the1. 1.

last; N· is the total number of tax returns for the i th individual;1.

Ei(t) is the amount of earned income reported for the tth year; and

BYRi 1.S the birth year of the i th person. 36

Use of Ei as a measure of lifetime earnings is appropriate if

experience in years where earnings were not. observed are some constant

multiple of the measure for the observed years across individuals.

The presence bf a curvilinear relationship between earnings and age
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Table 2

Percentiles llnc.l'other Statisti.c .. for Ei and 'rotnJ. Income
(Wisconsin }lale taxpayers 19 /,6-]964; Amounts in 1%7 dollaru)

:=:::t.:-..-----_ _

5 4 \ 3 2

1910- 1900-
_..1921._..-!Jf2..?

1890- 1880
]899 1889._-=-:...::-:;....-._----

}(edian 5740 5056 3540 2419

Hean 5705 5311 4074 2700

80th percentil~ 7520 7115 5346 4013

Ratio:
80th percentile

1.31 1.41 1. 51 1.66median

N 239 466 704 529

Melln number of tax returns
1946-1964 p.6 14.6 13.9 11.1

Total incol"le (r = .01)

Median 5875 5200 3704 2851

}olean 5897 5573 4482 3163

80 percentile 7572 7356 5723 4259
80th perce::tile

Ratio: median 1.29 1.41 1.55 1.1~9
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mean level are only of importance in making comparisons of model esti

mates across cohorts.

Inheritances received. Constructing a measure of inheritances

received is the most difficult aspect in constructing the esti~ate of

lifetime resources. Earlier work by Menchik (1978) shows the bias

associated with omission of the variable altogether and places some

bounds on the lower limit to the value of the income elasticity

derived from' a misspecified model. In this paper, we prefer an alter

native approach. Assuming that inheritances are saved and that they

are received prior to the period in which we observe earnings, the

level of income from sources other than earned income can be used as a

proxy for return from the inheritance received. This value is subject

to error due to lifetime savings out of earnings and dissavings of

inheritances previously received, but it still appears relevant. In

order to eliminate the effect that saving during the period of obser

vation may have on the level of income from property, only reports on

the first three years I tax returns were included in the measure of

property income constructed. The bequest model was estimated both

including and excluding this proxy available.

The Bequest Function

The theoretical development to this point justifies the following

model:

F(E + 10) (5.8)
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This model corresponds to the resource constraint in 5.5. Inability to

measure the amount of net pension wealth implies that the model is

incomplete. 37 We add A*, age at death, both to control for an age-wealth

profile and to proxy for the increased pension wealth received by the

longer-lived members of society ex post. A linear specification ~s

posited. We tried a quadratic term in some preliminary work and found no

nonlinear effects.

It also seems reasonable to test the level of bequest against

variable that may indicate a taste for leaving wealth to others. The

principal contenders are measures of marital status. It may be

hypothesized that there will be smaller levels of bequests for persons

who never married; conversely, somewhat larger bequests may be left by

men whose wives are living at the time of their death, on grounds that

interspousal bequest motives as well as intergenerational motives are

operative.

To test for these demand factors, dummy variables were defined for

persons who were never indicated as married on either tax returns or

the death certificates (DN), and for persons whose spouses were living at

the time of death (DM).

The Marshallian model ~n section 2 indicates that response to

higher levels of lifetime resources will be nonlinear, with positive

responses to increased resources present after some threshold value is

exceeded. We implemented a test for this type of behavior by fitting

a spline to the data, permitting the coefficient on earnings to change

at the median level of earnings and at the 80th'petcentile. This spe-
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cification implies that bequest-leaving behavior is a function of the

relative level of resources of persons in the same birth cohort, as

the values of the median and SOth percentile are larger for persons

born in more recent years (see Table 2) • Thus we define:

El = E· If Ei < E501.

= E50 E· :>- E501.-

E2 = 0 E· < E501. -

E' - ESO E50 <: E' ESO1. 1.

ESO - E50 Ei-> ESO

E3 = 0 Ei <. ESO

= E· - ESO Ei~ ESO1.

where ESO is the median and ESO the SOth percentile of earned income

for the cohort.

The remaining modification of 5.S was to permit the function to reflect

differential bequeathing behavior for the self-employed. Reports of income

for tax purposes by the self-employed are likely to understate their true

lifetime resources. So long as self-employment activity is continued,

assets used in the trade or business are not easily liquidated. Both

reasons suggest that the level of bequests of individuals in self-

employment may be higher than for persons with no self- employment. 'A

dummy variable is set equal to one, and ,zero otherwise, for any individual

reporting some self-employment in income (Ds ). The importance of that
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income in the total of earned income 1S measured by

z '" (5.9)

This oblique variable was chosen since Si was sometimes less than zero

and the transformation assures that Z lies in the unit interval.

The discussion above makes it clear that the following function

was estimated:

(El will be explained below).

Sample Censoring

Table 1 indicates clearly that reports on probated wealth were

not available for all the decedents identified. For such persons data

on B* is missing. However, the independent variables are observed,

and the statutes governing the probating of estates give us upper

bounds to the level of the gross estate of the decedent. This implies

that the method proposed by Heckman (1976) can be used to estimate

unbiased values for the coefficients of 5.10.

The procedure is as follows. Let H be gross estate. Therefore,

R =. B + L (5.11)
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where L is the liabilities of the decedent. The ~isconsin statutes

provide that estates must be probated if

H~ 3000/CPI(tt*)

H ~ 10,OOO/CPI('t*)

For persons dying before May 1973

-r * .l.. ~s the date of death. Let g(CPI [t]) represent the right-hand side of

5.12. Then it is clear that

Pr (Probate record) = Pr(H -g[(CPI[t*])]:> 0) (5.13)

Assuming that the express~on in 5.13 can be modelled by a normal distribu-

tion, we can estimate a multiple variable probit equation using the exp1ana-

tory variables appearing in 5.10 to give values of the expected probability

for filing a probate record for every sample member. Heckman has shown

that if the stochastic error term in the probit equation 2 is bivariate

normally distributed with l' then adding the variable

, = f(5) (5 14)
~ I-Fes) •

to 5.10 gives unbiased estimates of the parameters {Aj) 38 -g is the

standardized value of the error term estimated for each observation from

the probit 5.13; f(s) and F(s) are the standard normal density and thenor~

mal distributions respectively.
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6. RESULTS

j
The Distribution of Bequests

Table 3 shows the percentiles of the distribution of B*, the

value of the estate including gifts and insurance. 39 The percentiles

are probably lower bounds since persons 'with no report are unlikely to

have died with zero net assets. The comprehensive character of the

data available is indicated by the fact that more than seventy percent

of the population of decedents is covered by some report of their

assets and liabilities at death.

Estimates of the Bequest Equation

Table 4 presents 'estimates of the model presented in section 5.

The most robust finding is that marginal propensities to bequeath out

of the top quintile in the earnings distribution are significantly posi

tive, and the function in this range is elastic. The model provides a

reasonable fit for all but the oldest cohort, for whom income earned

reflects experiences after age 56 (the age of the youngest member of the

cohort in 1945), and for whom the measure Ei may be quite unrepresentive of

earlier earnings.

Demographic influences on bequests do not appear significant.

Neither the report of a surviving spouse, nor the absence of indica

tions of marriage affect the level of bequest significantly.



Table 3

Net Eotate Dccilcs, B*
(in 1967 dollars)

Birth Year Cohort. -
Decile 1924 or 1910- 1900- 1890- 1880- Prior to

later 1924 1909 1899 1889 1880
-_._-

1 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 0 0 0 0 0 0

3 0 307 2125 1291 229 17 3!~

4 3605 3949 6535 5452 3792 5999

5. median 7321 811.2 9270 8786 7389 9141

6 11820 12570 14620 12480 10520 12960

7 20560 19070 20390 . 17170 16750 21670

8 32210 27740 28430 24970 23490 . 31570

9 48200 40090 43480 42630 43210 81350

}[ean

N

16904

22629

96

"

17057

31800

238

20651

44704

464

19324

38146

699

18913

67442

528

30845

80108

153



Tll1> Ie 4

Regression Model of the Level of Bequests
(~lisconain ~Ialcs; all monetary VlllUCI3 in 1967 dollarll)

--------_._._-_.- ------.-.--"-------,---
Birth Year Cohort----- ---

-----------
Variah ie3

1910
1924

1900~

1909
1890

1899
1880

1889

z

constant

(J
£2 I

N

2.185 2.826 1.992
(2.12) (1. 22) (1.03)

-.5567 1. 008 2. 531~

(-.144) (.28) (.97)

10.67 9.686 9./189
(7.'.5 ) (8.-40) (l'5.7)

6,012 -11,990 '-21,510
(.25) (-.65) (-.61)

6,052 -2,489 1,096
(.25) (.10) (.11 )

7,329 5,902 -1,499
(1. 28) (.89) ( .37)

8,110 10,210 17,780
(.96) (1. 24) (3.57)

. 545.9 743.2 516.3
(1.74) 0.87) (2.40)

1,623 3,753 -733.9
(.08) ( .16) (.06)

-30,750 -39,640 -30,030
(l.08) (.97) (1.43)

.316 .213 .1.08

29,140 44,320 32,560

171 344 517

"2.396
(-.37)

19.?8
(L, .. 86)

-18,830
(-.73)

25,190
(.88)

7,859
(.58)

19,710
0.43 )

1,722b
(2.52)

%,500
(.96 )

-152,100
(2.10)

.088

378

Note~ t-ratios in parentheses.

a .
Sep. t:p.xt for dcfini tion of V?..d_~_'h'_~c:.

bS even persons whose date of birth was known to be prior to 1900
were included in this cohort. The value of A* = ° for these persons
and a dummy variable was set. The coefficient is 152,897 and t ::: 2.47.
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Bequests appear to increase with age at death. The effect is

significant for the two older cohorts. This finding has been reported by
/'

other"s (Darby) and is damaging to the life cycle theory of. accumulation. As

indicated in section 5, this result could be generated by a taste for

bequests among the longer-lived members of society and from greater net

pension wealth among older persons. It is hard to attribute the pension

wealth effect to the youngest cohort as few of that group would have been

eligible for pensions; the eldest reaches age 62 in 1972 (and decedents

were identified as of late 1977).

Lambda does not have a significant coefficient, suggesting that

the availability of probate data does not have a sigriificant correla-

tion to the error term in the bequest model (the estimated probit equations

are not presented). It also gives some additional confidence in the value

of the model to represent the experience of the whole population of dece-

dents.

We now turn to a detailed discussion of the coefficients for earned

income and self-employment.

The spline on earned income. Inspection of the coefficients of

El' E2' and E3 indicates a monotone increase in the coefficients

for the two oldest cohorts. As indicated above, the coefficient

of E3 is highly significant, so it appears reasonable to ask whether

persons in the range median to 80th percentile behave 1n a fashion more

like the top earnings quintile or more like the below median group. That

is, can the spline be reduced to a single discontinuity in the slope? The

answer is provided in Table 5. Only the eldest cohort indicates behavior



Tllble 5

Tents of Joint Significance for the Rcgl"cnsion r'k1dcl

---------_."--_......--.._---_._'-'".. - ===_._-_....._-._.._-'==:::-
Birth Year Cohort

Coe fEident
EJurn for

1910
1924

1900
1909

1890
1899

1880-
1889

DS plus Za

E3 less EZ

15,439 16,115 16,281 27,570
(1.74) (1.8,2) (3.01) (1. 77)

11.23 8.68 6.96 8.02
(2.39) (2.10) (2.39) (.75)

13 .65
(1.86)

Note: t-ratios i1) parentheses.

aAII coefficients significantly positive using a one-tailed test
and critical region of .05.
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in which the propensity to bequeath qut of the earned income above the 80th

percentile level is not significantly larger than the propensity to

bequeath out the median to 80th percentile level. \ Thus, it is fair to

characterize the earnings-bequest relationship as a single kink occurring

at the top quintile point, except for the eldest group where that point may

occur somewhat lower in the earned income distribution. For earnings below

the kink, a zero propensity to bequeath can not be rejected, although the

01S coefficients are predominantly positive.

An alternative interpretation of these results would be to take the

coefficient estimates at face value and compute the marginal propensities

to bequeath out of lifetime earnings. Assume workers had 40-year working

lives. Since the estimated coefficients of El and E2 are around two,we

can say that the marginal propensity to bequeath out of discounted lifetime

earnings is .05, or 2/40, for those below the top quintile of earnings.

The corresponding lifetime marginal propensity to consume would of course

be .95. For those in the top quintile the coefficient of earnings ~s

around ten, hence, their lifetime marginal propensity to bequeath would be

.25, or 10/40.

The model permits the bequest of self-employed persons to differ

from the levels of non-self-employed by a constant plus an amount that

depends on the importance of self-employment income to the total of

earned income. Thus, both the coefficients of DS andZ should be con

sidered in assessing the difference between bequests of the self

employed a.nd the non-self-employed. The sum of those two' coefficients

and its t-ratio is also shown in Table 5. Underreporting of earnings
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due to tax accounting leads us to a strbng prior th~t this $um will q~

positive,and for that reason a aIle-tailed test is applied. !h each

cohort the sum is statistically significant using a critical region of

.05. This result 1S consistent with two interpretations: (1) self-

employed report less income and pay less taxes but bequeath in the

same fashion as non-self-employed; (2) for a specific endowment of

earnings, self-employed have a greater capital accumulation than the

non-self-employed.

Table 6 displays the implications of the regression model for the

level of bequest of persons at the 25th, 65th, and 9Qth percentiles of

the distribution of earnings. The expected bequest has been evaluated

for persons who survive their spouse, who report no self-employment

income, and who die at the mean age of qeceqents ill their cohort

(standard case).

For each of the cohorts, except the elde$t, the expected bequest

is positive for individuals at the 25th percentile of the earnings

distribution. This implies that the average propensity to bequeath
, i I

must be U-shaped as earned income increa$es. The significance of the

declining portion of that curve is unclear. Eligibility for income

maintenance characterizes an increasing proportion of individuals as

earned resources decline substantially below the median level of

earned resources. Thus, the average propensity to bequeath out of

lifetime resources is presumably overstated for the below median group

in Table '6.



'l'able 6 .

Expected Bequest, AJ.tern~tivc AssulUpti.ons

================: ---_._.._------_.__._.._-_ ......--- - ._----_._--_._----_..._-_.•.-
Bj.rth Yc:nr COhOl:t ---_._-----

PerccnU.1e

< 50

51-79

80+·

Statistic
1910
1921,

1900
1909

1890
1899

1880
1889

B. Death Assumed at Age 72

80+ 35,300
3.96

39',430
4.85

31,110
4.67

19,480
4.06

C. Death at Age 72 and Se1f-emp1o)~lent Assumed

80+ 50,740
5.69

55,550
6.83

47,390
7.11

47,050
9.80

Notes:
A. Individual is assumed to report earnings at the i.ndicated percentile; .

D =D =D =Z=O' A* = X*· A = 1.N N S' ,

B. Stand~rd assumptions are modified so that A* = 72.

C. St.andard assumptions are modified so that A* ::: 72 and DS=Z=L
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An alternative calculation of exp~cted bequest can be made by

assuming a constant life expectancy over all birth cohorts. 40 This

was done in calculating the expected bequests shown in the rows

following the heading Age 72. The effect of the procedure is to

extrapolate differences observed between persons dying earlier and

later within each cohort to the year when the individual would reach

age 72. The calculation does not adjust the level of earned income by

appiying an expected lifetime profile to the percentile position

observed for the individual.

The last set of calculations ~n Table 6 shows expected bequest for

persons whose sole source of income is self-employment, again

~djusting the eipectation to a uniform age of death of 72 years.

Table 7 translates the results of the model to elasticities eva-

I ..

luated at the 25th, 65th and 90th percentiles. The elasticities for

the top quintile are all substantially in excess of unity, while those

for lower quintiles are not significantly different from zero. The

high values of the elasticities are somewhat attentuated under the

uniform age at death assumption, and further reduced tor the fully

self-employed. However, even for the latter group the elasticity

exceeds unity (see Table 6).

Sensitivity of·· the Estimates to Underlying Assumptions

A number of variants on the basic regression model were run to

test its sensitivity to assumptions. Each variant was characterized

by increasing values for the slopes of the spline on earned income, by



TlIble 7

HII rei. n111 Pr () i) C1)9 i: tie s ton eqU C£l t 11, Ave r:l e'~ P L" 0 PC 11 ~ it i C 0

to JJcqucnth, /lnd ElllsticiticfJ

(~* for the initial propcrty incorne variant in p.1renthcscs)
aE

_._-----........
----,-~_ ...- ..---..

Perc('nti Ie Statistic
1910

1924

.._-~.... ~.__.---.._-
Birth YI".f\ r Cohort: ---
1900- 1890- 1880-

1909 1899 1889

50-79

B*/E

-.557
-2.625 .

1.50

.37

L008
(2.037)

3.62

.28

3.57

.71

11. ~56
(1.246)

-1.16

-9.70

aBi- 10.6686*** 9.686*** 9.489*** 19 •2751.'·'-:>':
aE (10.598) (9.506) (9.316) (20.161)

80+ B*/E 2.72 4.05 4.60 5.89

n 3.92 2.39 2.06 3.27

B. Death Assumed at Age 72

80+ n 2.70 2.0 2.03 4.75

C. Death at Age 72 and Self-employm~nt Assumed

80+ n 1.88 1.42 1. 33 1. 97

**8 • . f . 1 d . f f h . 1 d .. 119n1 1c8nt y 1 erent t an zero, t~o-t~l e test, cr~t1ca

region" .02.

***Significantly different than zero, two-tailed test, critical
region" .001.

- --- ~ ._------~-.-- --- - - - - - ---- - ---- -- --- ---- - --- - --------_..-
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positive self-employment effects, by positive age effects, and by few

significant marital status effects. The variants indicate that the

model in 5.10 is robust and that further refinements are unlikely to

alter the basic character of the findings.

Initial property income. No provision was made to measure and

include 10 in the earned income variable. As a consequence, coef

ficients on earned income are subject to bias. If we assume that

inheritances were received prior to the period in which earned income

is observed, the consequences of that inheritance should be reflected

in income from wealth (to the extent that the inheritance augments

lifetime saving). Thus, a measure of income from wealth can be

included as a regressOr augmenting the model of 5.10. The specific

measure chosen was the real value of rent, interest, dividends, and

miscellaneous income (in 1967 dollars) cumulated at the real rate of

interest ove~ the first thtee years of tax records reported and

averaged. The marginal propensities to bequeath estimated from the

augmented model are shown in parentheses in Table 7. Only one of the

twelve slope coefficients is altered in a way that conflicts with

earlier interpretations. The youngest cohort ~ow shows a significant

propensity to bequeath from earned 1ncome below the median level. The

kink in the propensity to bequeath at the 80th percentile remains

significant. (The effect of the property intome variable is signifi

cantly positive in all four cohorts and adds slightly to R2.)

Real interest r = .03. Recomputation of the earned income

measure (and spline) with a higher rate of real interest gives vir-
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tually identical values for the regressors--the correlations between

the values of EI' E2' and E3 under the two rates of interest are .995,

.955, and.929 respectively. As a result, the model fitted to the 1890

1899 cohort appears essentially identical to that in Table 4. This

assumption was not pursued for other cohorts.

Log-Log Variant. A peculiarity of the linear spline chosen is

that the right and left derivatives at the median and the 80th percen

tile are different, producing a discontinuity in the elasti~ity.

Furthermore the changing B*/E implies variable elasticities; These

problems are probably best-addressed by quadratic splines. However,

the familiarity of economists with constant elasticity formulations

lead us to reestimate (5.10) with a piecewise constant elasticity

spline rather than the linear spline. The difficulty with this func

tional form is that it 1S undefined for negative bequests. All cases

with nonpositive bequests were excluded. The value of the functional

form is that extreme values of the dependent variable are given less

weight in the computation of coefficients. We summarize the elastici

ties significantly different from zero, with a critical region of .01:

Coefficient

Log E1

Log E2

Log E3

R2

Birth Year Cohort

1910-1924 1900-1909 1890-1899 1880-1889

.67 * * *

-* * 1.22 *

2.13 2.10 1.59 2.18

.305 .175 .330 .114

~~~~._--~~-_. ----_._._- - ._._._---..- - - .-.
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The elasticities from the constant elasticity spline are somewhat

smaller than the values from the linear spline evaluated at the 90th per-

centile. (This reflects the fact that the ratio B*/E increases throughout

the top quintile in the linear model and the value of the elasticity will

fall as Ei rises.) Results from the constant elasticity model do not

appear sufficiently different from the linear model to warrant further

discussion. The inappropriateness of excluding negative and zero bequest

values seems sufficient reason to discard the logarithmic approach.

Total income variant. It can be argued that substantial infor-

mation is lost by not considering the differential rate of return to

savings by different individuals. Inclusion of total income, in which

the savings decisions of indivtduals are endogenous, may therefore pro-

vide different insights into the bequest function. The model of

5.10 was estimated run using total disposable income as the argument

of the spline. This procedure produces only one difference to our

earlier conclusion: age at death becomes significant for all four

cohorts at the .05 level. R2 rises dramatically for the two older

cohorts to .607 and .702. However, the spline for the eldest cohort

becomes unstable with significant coefficients of 12.8, -29.5, and

44.4. We view that result as a reflection on the relatively weak

earned income data available for the cohort rather than finding that
,

the inclusion of property income in the spline should overturn our

earlier conclusions.

The variations of the basic model that have been explored confirm

the robustness of the coefficients of the linear spline. We speculate
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that more refined work on family status and the manner of inclusion of

self-employment income may yield additional insights but will not

detract from the main conclusions, which we interpret in the

concluding section.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Our econometric analysis reveals no significant relationship bet

ween bequests and earnings within the first two income groups and a

sharply increasing and highly elastic relationship in the top group-

the highest quintile. This finding is consistent with the following

scenario (though other stories are possible). The nonrich do not

have a strong material bequest motive. The wealth held at death,

attributable to precautionary and other motives, constitutes an

unplanned bequest. On the other hand, the rich (top quintile) do plan

(after having exhausted the opportunities for making productive human

bequests) and succeed in making a financial bequest.

We will now discuss what we'feel are the most significant findings

of this' paper.

Validation of the Relative Income Hypothesis of Bequest Saving

When individuals are classified into earn~ngs groups based on

their position in the earnings distribution of that cohort, we find

remarkably similar coefficient estimates for all but the oldest cohort

(see Table 4). With one exception, the coefficients on the low and

..._._-_ ...~_ ..._----_.~ ---~--- -----------~------
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medium earnings levels are not significantly different from zero. At

the same time, the coefficients of earnings in the top quintile are

positive, highly significant, precisely estimated, and (with the excep

tion of the oldest cohort) remarkably similar to each other.

Real productivity growth implies that absolute earnings of many in

the top quintile of the 1890-1899 cohort would place them in the

second quintile (60-80%) of the 1910-1924 cohort (see Table 2). If an

absolute earnings hypothesis were appropriate, we would expect similar

marginal propensities to bequeath for those two groups. The fact that

this does not occur and the similarity of coefficients found for the

highest relative groups is persuasive evidence that a relative ear

nings hypothesiiis appropriate. Note that a relative earnings

hypothesis for bequest saving enables us to understand why aggregate

saving rates do not change over time when cross-section studies indi

cate higher saving rates for the rich than for the poor.

Some Inferences About the Appropriate Theoretical Model of Bequests

Recall that theories 2.1 and 2.4 were too general to generate

strong hypotheses about the shape of the bequest function. However,

the Marshallian theory (2.2) and the interdependent welfare model

(2.3) generate predictions thatappea:r to be confirmed by the data.

They predict a relatively flat bequest-earnings function (at a low

level of bequests) up to some critical earnings level, and sharply

rising function thereafter. 41 Although both theories predict the

observed outcome, the interdependent welfare theory predicts an out-
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come that has been found not. to occur in other studies, e.g., zero

bequests to the most able child, and all to the least able child.

Since equal bequests to children is the rule, the altruist model is

of dubious validity. The Marshallian nonhuman bequest model predicts

a bequest function of similar shapes. Note that the distinction bet

ween the two theories is important since, if the second is the correct

model, the lifetime consumption tax distorts the consumption-bequest

decision and creates an ensuing welfare loss. Being skeptics,

however, we intend to subject the theories to additional empirical tests

before declaring a W1nner.

The Burden of the Lifetime Consumption Tax

Comparison of average propensities to bequeath by earnings classes

(Table 6) allow us to make some inferences about the relative burdens

of a lifetime consumption tax. 42 The comparison between the burdens a

proportional tax would place on the rich (the high~st group) seems

clear enough. Since the rich have a higher average propensity to

bequeath than the middle class, the tax would be a smaller proportion

of their earnings. However, consideration of the tax burden on the

lower earnings group produces the finding that they face the lightest

proportionate burden of all. As mentioned above, the high average propen

sity to bequeath observed for the poor may be a creature of incorrect

measurement of receipts. Alternatively, we might observe that a man at the

25th percentile (which puts one on the threshold of the Poverty Line) is

probably living a hand-to-mouth existence. Though a lifetime model and
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saving. Interestingly, redistribution from the middle earners to the

poor should not reduce saving since both of their MPB's are

indistinguishable from zero. An egalitarian state with most people at

the median would likely save less than a less egalitarian state with

many people at the tails of the earnings distribution. However, lest

we forget the "'lessons of the past (and present), we conclude with a

passage from Marshall (who else?):

The power to save depends on an excess of income over necessary
expenditure; and this is greatest among the wealthy •• ~ But even
in Modern England rent and the earnings of professional men and
hired workers are an important source of accumulation; and they
have been the chief source of it in all the earlier stages of
civilization. Moreover the middle and especially the professional
classes have always denied themselves much in order to invest
capital in the education of their children; while a great part
of the wages of the working classes is in~ested in the physical
health and str~ngth of their children. The older economists
took too_ little account of the fact that human faculti~s are
as important a means of production as any other kind of capital;
and we may conclude, in oppositipn to them, that any change in
the distribution of wealth which gives more" to the wage receivers
and less to the capitalists is likely, other things being equal
to hasten the increase of material production, and that it will
not perceptibly retard the storing-up of material wealth.
LMarshall, 1949, pp. 229-230]

, i
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NOTES

1Bequests include, in present value units, inter vivos transfers made

to others. Blinder assumes that the taste for immediate consumption, the

subjective rate of time preference in consumption, is constant across ·the

income distribution and that capital markets are perfect. Consequently,

all consumers have a consumption time path of similar shape •

. 2Assuming full employment can generally be attained. There are, of

course,. many tools to affect accumulation, e.g., public saVl.ng.

3For evidence that this factor substitution l.n fact occurs, see

Berndt and White (1979).

4Boskin (1978) finds bequests to explain only 20% of the capital stock.

5Conseque~tly, economists should be more cautious about making pronounce-

ments about the burden of sales taxes (see, e.g., Browning, 1978).

6For a lively discussion about the importance of price effects on

saving, see Howry and Hymans (1978), Boskin's reply, and the general

discussion.

7Smith (1974) shows that the richest one percent own 27% of all

privately held wealth. David and Menchik (1979) show that the distribution

of· permanent property income is over six times more unequal (measured

by the coefficient of variation) than the distribution of permanent

adjusted gross income.

8Variance of the log is a commonly used measure of dispersio.n l.n

the human capital literature.

9Earn ings (or human) inheritance has been studied and found to be
important by Taubman (1978) and others.
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lDSee Yaari (1965). It has been argued that the annuity and lif~

insurance market must be imperfect due to adverse selection.

llIncluding no changes in tastes, taxes, or relative prices.

l2Nigei Tomes is currently studying this problem.

l3See Barra (1974). We had originally planned to include net sdcial

security wealth as a determinant of bequests, but we could not deveiop this

variable in time for inclusion here.

14Examples of such policies would include expenditures on health and

education, as well as general redistributive policies that strengthen the

family and provide work incentives and oppottunities.

15AlfredMat~hall, Prihci~al$ of Economics, gth ed. (Mew 1ork:

MacMil~an, 1949), pp. 227-228.

l6This adverse effect seemS to have been ignored by advocates of the

consumption tax.

l7In its broade.st context, patental investments would be the sum of

many forms of parental transfers, i.e., expenditures on education, health

care, as well as financial bequests.

18S -ee, e. g. ,

choice model.

Blinder (1976) for a discussion of this portfolio

19See Bevan and Stiglitz (1978) for a recent discussion of this altruist

model. This model may not represent reality sirice it appears that

parents ·make equal bequests to children (Menchik, E98D') as opposed to

altruistic compensatory bequests.

20This result of course requires regression to the mean in earnings.

If children and parents were alike, there would; be no' planned bequests.
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21J. M. Keynes, The General Theory of Interest Employment and

Money (London: Macmillan, 1964), p. 374.

22Whether or not the estate includes life insurance proceeds was not

specified by the authors.
/

23See Ferber (1965) and Ferber et ale (1969).

24See Projector and Weiss (1966), Ferber (1965), and Ferber et ale (1969).

2SIn fact, the interstate network for reporting deaths implies that

Wisconsin is informed of outstate deaths of Wisconsin residents. Only

nonresidents must be searched in other states.

26It may be that some records were missed owing to discrepancies

between the place of death and the'county of residence at the time of,

death. Great efforts were made to search all counties for probate infor-

mation when the last known address disagreed with the information present

on the death certificate.

27An additional 48 cases were excluded from the analysis as the pro-

bate data search revealed failures to match the time series of income

information for 48 individuals.

28Further checks on marital status and interspousal transfers will

serve to identify many of these individuals.

29Th is starting point compares to that used by Blinder (1974) and

1S unrealistic to the extent that the individual is precluded from

freely borrowing and lending at the connnon interest ra,te of the model, r.

30The model can also be used to address the question of what marginal

rate of substitution characterizes the trade off between consumption and

bequests. (We have, not yet calculated the price variables needed for such

~~~~--------~~ --- _. - - ---- ------ -~-
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Our ~aint?ined hypotqesis is ~hat pr1ce elastici~ie~ of
• , " .. ' t ~'. _ _,"," ,_ -. • " .. - , . ,

beque~t b~havior are smatl, both be C?4Se of unc~rt?inties o.f the q?te 8F

death, q~d also because many subs~itute chan~e~s e~ist for the tr?n$,fer of

wealth at lower cost. See Cooper (1979).

3llt may 1:le instructive to aggrE!gate oyer TIJflri~~l units and mO,qel the

transfers Qutside the marital unit. In that ~.aS,e t:J.et accumulatio,n for

marital units could be studied, and an altern~~iye, ~ote clearly in~er

generational, interpretation could be given to the tr?nsfers at death.

32To the extent that PA; and T are prede~E!;-mine1, ~hey may be placed

on th~ right hand sid~ of (5~6), and the model Can ~e posed as choi~e of

transfer channe.ls a,nd lifetime consumption out of the amount of net li:f;e-

time earnings, net pe~sion wealth, and inheri~ances.

33Th is is an arbi~rary choice. Age 18 ~9u~q a~so have been chosen.

The difference between the two is determined by interest rates in the years

intervening between the receipt of income and the reference age chosen.

34The sensitivity of results to the assumed rate of interest was

tested by recalculating the estimates using a 3% re"!l rate of interest.

Differences were of no consequence.

35Clearly, the latter includes a joint return on invested capital and

labor. We were unable to distinguish those elements. Measurement of self-

employment income is also obscured because of tax. provisions for depre-

ciation and amortization which have tended his,toris:a,lly to produce ap

underestimate of the return to enterprise. Exa"ct deriviations of both
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earned income and property income are given 1n Appendix E of David et al.

(1974) •

36Ei was adjusted to reflect disposable earned income. Actual taxes

paid to the state of Wisconsin were reported- on the return and subtracted

from gross earned income; federal taxes were estimated as a ratio to the

amount of Wisconsin taxes paid, and that estimate was also subtracted from

earned income. As a result, earned income for persons living primarily on

rentier incomes may be negative. The procedure used provides a lower bound

estimate for tax liability for the indiviual.

The ratio of mean U.s. tax liability to mean Wisconsin tax liability

was computed on the 1974 sample of Wisconsin tax returns collected by the.

State of Wisconsin. Married couples in which the second earner accounted

for more than five percent of Wisconsin Adjusted Gross Income were

excluded, so that the ratio reflects the multiplier for persons who are

able to take advantage of income splitting on the federal return to the

max1mum extent. The ratio was estimated for each of ten individual

Wisconsin Adjusted Gross income ranges as follows:

Individual WAGI
(OOO's)

0-2
2-5
5-10

10-15
15-20
20-30
30-50
50-100

100-300
300+

Ratio of WI to
U.S. tax liability

.295

.190

.240

.323

.400

.432

.393

.320

.271

.290
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37In future work art the data" we 'will be able'to measure Sod§l:J: Secu,'f~flf'1

pension wealth and its impacts on bequests; but that w<;>r,k is, noJ~! ye,ti

complete.

38This theory for· estimating' 5,.10 is,~ slightly' over-simplified,.

Insurance'in excesS of $10,000 must be inc1ud~d; in, the computatipn of" th~

gross es tate H, so tha,t technically, two' types; ofi tr,uncat,i:on are l,ogi:cal\l\y

pos'sib'te. In fact, rione of' the obser.ved' Rrobatiedi es·ta,tes were req~i;TIedi 40,

lie probated so"lie 1'), OIl, lh~ bases of an execs.s 0.£ im:su·ra,nce J 130 th~fl' legal

cornpl~:dty can' bt~ ignored £017 ah practicenll p,Uil:l?GN1€S.,

3'9TYH~; r~l)Orti!nr, off the bt::ter two items is tl;"lin,cll,tec1 an. up to $lQ,9,00 o~

insurh'rlcc' inlay b:r exclu'ded £toni: the estilte, and oat)' gifts three ~e,<It;"s prior

to d6ath are tequtrcd to be reported. However, persons who rcport~d

insurance were likely to report the gross amount: on the probate fon!, {lnd so

the a.mounts reported arc complete although some t.n:e Tl)issinZ aHqgcther.

Fbt gifts, botll underreporting Bnd overreporting relative to the r~q~ircmcnt

occur. Some persons detail gifts for long periods (prcsJJr.1Wb~y to co,mp~y

with federal estate and gift tax reporting requirements); otbers h~ve

undoubtedly made gifts that are completely unreported in order to evade

transfer taxes.

40Comparisons across cohorts are subject to a cave.at. If mortality is

inversely related to income (Rosen and Taubman, 1979), then the survivors

in older cohorts occupied higher percend Ie pos itions ,when they \,'ere

younger. This is one reason lI;by we II/ould expect to ,$.ee a rise in the ratio

B*/E as birth year declines. A second reason is that the o,lqer qphQrts

have had a chance to realize a larger fraction of their hl\lnan wealth th:'ln
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younger cohorts. Therefore, older cohorts are less constrained by imperfec

tions in the capital market in achieving th'eir desired bequest level.

41Note that our estimation procedure allows the function to be linear

over the entire range but doesn't constrain it to be linear.

42Note that exempt items complicate the picture in potentially opposite

ways, e.g. exemptions for charitable contributions would favor the rich

while exemptions for food favor the poor.
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